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Abstract We demonstrate an XML full-text search engine that implements the TeXQuery language. TeXQuery is a powerful full-text search extension to XQuery that provides a rich set of fully composable full-text primitives, such as phrase matching, proximity distance, stemming and thesauri. TeXQuery enables users to seamlessly query over both structure data and text, by embedding full-text primitives in XQuery and vice versa. TeXQuery also supports a flexible scoring construct that scores query results based on full-text predicates and permits top-k queries. TeXQuery is a proposal made to the Full-Text Task Force within the W3C, which has been working on designing full-text extensions to XQuery.



1 Introduction One of the key benefits of XML is its ability to represent a mix of structured and unstructured (text) data. This is illustrated in many existing XML data repositories such as the IEEE INEX data collection, Shakespeare’s plays in XML, the Library of Congress documents in XML, and SIGMOD Record in XML. In addition, many applications such as library science have a growing need to support a mix of structured and full-text queries over these document collections. While XQuery and its core navigation language, XPath, provide powerful structured queries over XML documents, they can only express very rudimentary full-text search, primarily using the contains function. The expressiveness of the contains function is limited to simple keyword and phrase matching and cannot express sophisticated text search primitives such as Boolean queries, proximity distance, order specification, stemming and thesauri. In addition, the contains function cannot score query results which is necessary to compute the relevance of query answers when querying textual content in documents. As an illustration, consider the following use-case from the W3C Full-Text Use Cases Document [2]: Find all ’book’ XML elements that contain the keywords ’usability’ and ’software’ within three keywords of each other, and the keyword ’Rose’; further use stemming for the keyword ’usability’ and case-sensitivity for the keyword ’Rose’. The above query cannot be expressed in XQuery. Many other examples of full-text queries that cannot be expressed in XQuery, including those that rank query results, can be found in the Use Cases Document. To address this need, we have designed and implemented TeXQuery, a full-text search extension to XQuery. TeXQuery supports powerful set of fully composable full-text primitives, supports a flexible scoring construct that can return top-k results, and supports queries over both structured data and text. Designing a set of fully composable full-text primitives that are tightly integrated with structured XQuery queries is a non-trivial task because structured XML queries operate on items (e.g., element nodes and attribute nodes), while by their very nature, full-text queries operate on tokens and their positions within XML nodes. TeXQuery addresses this issue by providing a set of full-text search primitives, called FTSelections, that rely on a formal model, called FullMatch. FullMatch represents search tokens and their positions in an XML document. Each FTSelection takes zero or more FullMatches and produces a FullMatch. Thus, FTSelections can be arbitrarily composed as illustrated in the right part of Figure 1, allowing complex full-text searches to be specified. XQuery can call TeXQuery primitives which can themselves call XQuery. This design fully integrates full-text search into XQuery without requiring to modify the XQuery data model and formal semantics [4]. To the best of our knowledge, TeXQuery is the first language and implementation that provides such an integrated querying of structure and text in XML documents. TeXQuery is powerful enough to express every use case in the
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Figure 1: TeXQuery and XQuery Composability W3C Full-Text Use Cases Document [2], satisfies the Full-Text Requirements in [3], and has been submitted to the W3C Full-Text Task Force, whose charter is to extend XQuery with full-text search capabilities. The rest of this proposal is organized as follows. Section 2 highlights the main aspects of the demonstration of our full-function TeXQuery engine. Section 3 presents the TeXQuery language. Section 4 describes the architecture of our implementation. Section 5 discusses some open issues.



2 Demonstration Overview We will demonstrate a full-function implementation of the TeXQuery in the context of the Quark system (http://www.cs.cornell.edu/database/Quark). The Quark system is implemented in C++ and is capable of running both regular XQuery queries as well as a mix of TeXQuery and XQuery queries. Using this system, we will demonstrate the following features of TeXQuery: Visualizing Input documents: Users can visualize and select input documents to be queried. We will have some preloaded XML documents including Shakespeare plays, SIGMOD Record, the 500MB IEEE INEX Collection (which contains IEEE publications for the past 3 years), and the XML documents used in the W3C Full-Text Use Cases Document. For the documents collections with DTDs, users can visualize the corresponding DTDs. Users can also upload their own documents. Aids to Query Specification: Users can specify queries in three ways. First, they can choose from a variety of sample preloaded TeXQuery queries, including all the queries in the W3C Full-Text Use Cases Document. Second, they can write their own TeXQuery query in a specified window. Finally, they can input their queries in a form interface in which they specify: (i) The context expression as an XPath/XQuery expression whose result is a set of element nodes that identify the context in which the full-text expression is applied; (ii) The search expression that specifies the full-text conditions combined with any XQuery condition; (iii) The return expression as in XPath/XQuery to identify expected answers; (iv) The score expression as a weighted full-text condition that will be used to assign scores to query answers; (v) The value of K or threshold if the user is interested in top-K answers or answers whose score exceeds a certain threshold. If the user does not specify a scoring expression, answers are returned in document order. The system generates a TeXQuery query that is sent to the Quark query engine. Visualizing the Evaluation Plan: While a query is being evaluated by the TeXQuery engine, users can visualize its evaluation plan. The Quark system displays a graphical representation of FullMatches (as in Figures 2 and 3) at each step of the evaluation process. We will describe FullMatches in a following section. This allows users to follow every step of query evaluation. Answer Explanation: An element or attribute node qualifies as a query answer if it satisfies the full-text condition specified in the query. The system displays all the hits found along with each node. A query result is converted into an HTML document in which hits are highlighted and answers are ranked by relevance order.
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3 TeXQuery Language At its core, TeXQuery introduces two expressions, namely FTContainsExpr and FTScoreExpr that take zero or more sequences of items as input, and produce a sequence of items under which XQuery expressions are closed (left part of Figure 1). Consequently, TeXQuery seamlessly integrates with XQuery.



3.1 FTContainsExpr The FTContainsExpr has the following syntax. FTContainsExpr ::= Expr ‘‘ftcontains’’ FTSelection



Expr is any XQuery expression that specifies the set of context nodes over which the full-text search is to be performed. FTSelection specifies the actual full-text search condition. The FTContainsExpr returns a Boolean value that is true iff some node in the search context satisfies the FTSelection. As an example, the query given below returns the titles of books where some section contains the search tokens ’usability’ and ’software’ within a distance of 3 keywords. Note how .//section ftcontains ’usability’ && ’software’ is nested in a regular XPath expression //book[ ]/title. More such queries can be found in the solutions to the Full-Text Task Force (FTTF) use cases available at [1]. //book[.//section ftcontains ’usability’ && ’software’ word distance 3]/title



3.2 FTScoreExpr FTScoreExpr is used to specify the relevance of context nodes to an FTSelection. It returns a score or measure of relevance to the FTSelection for each node in the search context. Its syntax is given below. FTScoreExpr ::= Expr ‘‘ftscore’’ FTWeightedSelection



Expr is an XQuery expression that specifies the search context. FTWeightedSelection is the full-text search condition and is similar to FTSelection, with the added notion of user-given weights for computing scores. Since the result of FTScoreExpr is a sequence of floats, which is an instance of the XQuery data model, it can be arbitrarily embedded in other XQuery expressions. In particular, FTScoreExpr can be used in conjunction with FLWOR to compute top-K search results as follows: for $result at $rank in for $node in //book let $score := $node ftscore ’usability’ weight 0.8 && ’testing’ weight 0.2 order by $score descending return $node where $rank < 10 return $result 







3.3 FTSelections and FTContextModifiers The syntax for an FTSelection is given below. FTSelection ::= FTStringSelection | FTContextModifier ::= FTStemContextModifier | FTAndConnective | FTStopWordContextModifier | FTOrConnective | FTCaseContextModifier | FTNegation | FTDiacriticsContextModifier | FTOrderSelection | FTSpecialCharContextModifier | FTScopeSelection | FTThesaurusContextModifier | FTDistanceSelection | FTLanguageContextModifier | FTWindowSelection | FTIgnoreContextModifier | FTMildNegation | FTRegexContextModifier FTTimesSelection | FTSelection FTContextModifier
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FullMatch



Elina(5) Rose(6) The(10) usability(11) of(12) software(13) measures(14) how(15) well(16) the(17) software(18) provides(19) support(20) for(21) quickly(22) achieving(23) specified(24) goals(25) The(28) users(29) must(30) be(31) and(32) feel(33) well−served(34). 
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Figure 2: FullMatch Example FTStringSelection is the basic FTSelection, and specifies a single search token or a phrase of search tokens. FTAndConnective, FTOrConnective, and FTNegation specify Boolean connectives, and FTOrderSelection, the ordering among search tokens. FTScopeSelection specifies the scope of the search tokens (i.e., same sentence, paragraph, etc.). FTDistanceSelection and FTWindowSelection support distance-based predicates, and FTMildNegation and FTTimesSelection allow more control over search tokens occurrences. FTContextModifiers can be specified to modify the context in which full-text search operates by allowing stemming, thesauri, regular expressions, etc. A more detailed grammar for TeXQuery can be found at [1].



3.4 FullMatch Model Let us now examine the execution model of TeXQuery through an example. We consider the query ’usability’ with stems && ’software’ word distance 3 evaluated on the example document on Figure 2(a). This query features FTStringSelections on ’usability’ and ’software’, an FTAndConnective and an FTDistanceSelection. The semantics of the other FTSelections can be found in the TeXQuery formal semantics document available at [1]. Query evaluation operates on FullMatches. A FullMatch is defined by a disjunction of conjuncts where each conjunct is a SimpleMatch that contains actual positions of search tokens in the input XML document (Figure2(a)). Positions correspond to a sequential numbering of the input XML document. The basic FullMatch corresponds to an FTStringSelection. Figure 2(b) shows the FullMatch built for the query ’usability’ with stems on the input XML document. Due to stemming, matches to both ”usability” and ”users” are found. FullMatch
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Figure 3: FullMatch for ’usability’ with stems && ’software’ The two FullMatches produced for ’usability’ with stems and ’software’ are given as input to 4



FTAndConnective which computes their cartesian product and produces the FullMatch given in Figure 3. This FullMatch is then filtered by FTDistanceSelection to select only answers where positions in the same SimpleMatch are within a distance of 3 keywords from each other. The output of FTDistanceSelection is a FullMatch in which each pair of positions satisfies this condition. We omit it for lack of space.



4 System Architecture Figure 4 depicts the architecture of the TeXQuery implementation. Each FTSelection is implemented as an XQuery function that operates on FullMatches, themselves represented as instances of an XML Schema. We use the Quark engine to evaluate XQuery queries. The description of each function can be found in the TeXQuery semantics document available at [1]. TeXQuery Query
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Figure 4: Architecture of the TeXQuery Engine When a TeXQuery query is entered, the Quark system parses the query and first identifies and evaluates any nested XQuery expressions in the full-text query. The TeXQuery query is then evaluated on the input XML documents using the inverted list indices that are built when the XML documents are originally parsed. The TeXQuery query evaluation proceeds as follows. First, for each FTStringSelection in the query, a FullMatch is generated that contains the positions of the full-text terms in the input document. These FullMatches are then composed by the functions that implement each FTSelection. When the final FullMatch is built, it is used to filter the context nodes evaluated in XQuery and returns qualified context nodes as answers. Scoring is achieved by the scoring engine that uses the WeightedFTSelection specified in ftscore and returns a sequence of floats to the XQuery engine for relevance scoring. This implementation will soon be made available at [1].



5 Open Issues Our implementation of TeXQuery is a conformance implementation that extends the Quark XQuery implementation. Each FTSelection is implemented as a function and inverted indices are used to retrieve the positions of search tokens. We are currently investigating optimization opportunities that result from composing FTSelections such as the use of interval encodings on context nodes to evaluate distance queries.
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